ABSTRACT Deep learning has been exploited in compressive sensing to reduce the computational complexity of reconstruction algorithms. However, existing deep-learning-based reconstruction algorithms might result in poor performance, when applied in wireless transmission environments. First, the impact of channel noise and fading on reconstruction has not been considered. Second, with the fully connected layers, most of these algorithms have been designed for a given sampling ratio, and thus cannot handle bandwidth variations.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of Internet, there emerge numerous remote sensing applications like Instant Google Street View [1] and Live Satellite Maps. Actually, these applications face a challenge that how to transmit a large amount of data with high quality over bandwidth-constrained wireless channels in real time. It has been proven that samples of such transmission data are related by structural patterns, which means there exists some degree of redundancy in complete representation of signals [2] , [3] . However, limited by Nyquist sampling theorem [4] , more bandwidth is still in demand. Fortunately, Compressive Sensing (CS) [5] - [7] has been demonstrated to be possible to reconstruct a signal
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fang Yang. accurately from a highly incomplete number of samples, which is considered as a sub-Nyquist sampling process. It recovers a signal x ∈ R n from a set of under-sampled compressive measurements y ∈ R m , where y = x and m n. Here, ∈ R m×n is the measurement matrix. Unlike other technologies, CS only needs a small number of random linear measurements instead of sensing the whole signal for reconstruction. Thus, CS makes it possible to transmit a large amount of data in bandwidth-constrained wireless environments.
In CS, reconstruction algorithms are of greatest importance, and there exist many studies on this issue. Generally speaking, traditional algorithms recover signal x from measurement y based on a linear programming problem [8] that can be solved by convex optimization [9] - [12] or iterative greedy algorithms [13] , [14] . For images that are not exactly sparse in any domain, more elaborate priors such as minimal total variation, e.g., TVAL3 [26] , and nonlocal selfsimilarity, e.g., NLR-CS [27] are exploited. To impose priors on reconstructions, Denoised-based Approximate Message Passing (D-AMP) is proposed which combines highly developed denoiser and compression algorithms [11] . However, traditional algorithms suffer from high computational complexity, and hence might be impractical to be applied in resource constrained wireless environments.
Recently, deep learning [15] has emerged as a novel technology to efficiently learn data representations, which has been successfully applied in many areas, e.g., image classification [17] , objection detection, image super resolution [18] , face recognition [19] , depth estimation [20] , etc. There also exist a few studies that exploit deep learning for CS reconstruction [21] - [23] . The basic idea behind these studies is to build a deep learning framework to replace the traditional reconstruction process. In [21] , the Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDA) is used to recover signals from their undersampled measurements. In [22] , a combination of convolutional and fully-connected layers [16] , [24] is proposed to build the deep learning framework. Based on D-AMP [11] , learned D-AMP develops a novel neural network architecture to promote the iterative reconstruction process, and similar idea has been put forward by Gregor and LeCun [29] . Compared with traditional reconstruction algorithms, deep learning based ones have shown lower computational complexity and competitive reconstruction results.
However, existing deep learning based reconstruction algorithms are not designed for wireless transmission environments, and might result in poor performance. As compressive measurements are transmitted over wireless channels, the adverse impact of channel noise and fading on reconstruction cannot be ignored. Generally, the deep learning framework reconstructs a signal based on its features, i.e., shape saliency [30] , geometry structures [31] , [32] , etc. Channel noise and fading might impose serious deformations on compressive measurements. In this case, the signal features will be destroyed. Correspondingly, the learning performance will be degraded. Furthermore, in wireless transmission environments, bandwidth might be varied due to dynamic channel conditions and heterogeneous capacity of receivers. In exiting deep learning based reconstruction algorithms, the full connected layers are usually involved in which parameters are set according to a given sampling ratio [21] , [22] . The deep learning frameworks in these algorithms are trained for that sampling ratio. When bandwidth is varied, the corresponding sampling ratio should be changed and the deep learning frameworks should be trained from scratch.
To address aforementioned issues, in this paper, we investigate CS reconstruction algorithms in wireless transmission environments. Our basic idea is to enhance features in compressive measurements transmitted over the fading channel and then perform deep learning based reconstruction.
By doing so, the advantages of deep learning can be fully exploited. The main contributions are described as follows.
1) To quantitatively analyze the impact of channel noise and fading on the transmitted compressive measurements, we define Partial Column Fluctuation (PCF). Then we derive expressions of PCF for transmission over the Gaussian channel and fading channel, respectively. We also perform experiments to validate the definition of PCF, and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of PCF.
2) We propose a Wireless Deep Learning Reconstruction Network (WDLReconNet) to recover signals from compressive measurements transmitted over fading channels. Different from existing deep learning based reconstruction algorithms, WDLReconNet integrates a Feature Enhancement Layer (FEL) into the deep learning framework to combat the adverse impact from wireless transmission environments, i.e., channel noise and fading, bandwidth variations. With FEL, CNN designed in WDLReconNet can fully exploit signal feature learning to construct original signals. Furthermore, we propose Fast-WDLReconNet to accelerate the training process, by significantly reducing the number of parameters in WDLReconNet.
3) Experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance of WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet. We find that in all considered scenarios, WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet rival or outperform the best existing algorithms, achieving up to 30% gains in terms of Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR). Compared with WDLReconNet, Fast-WDLReconNet can reduce the training time by up to 50%.
Preliminary work has been published in our conference paper [34] . This paper extends the work in three aspects. First, we define PCF to quantitatively analyze the impact of channel noise and fading on the transmitted compressive measurements. Second, we propose Fast-WDLReconNet to accelerate the training process. Third, more analytical and experimental work is presented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the definition of PCF and derives expressions of PCF for Gaussian and fading channels, respectively. The proposed WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet are described in Section III. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section IV, and we conclude our work in Section V.
II. PARTIAL COLUMN FLUCTUATION IN WIRELESS TRANSMISSION ENVIRONMENTS
In this section, we first give the definition of PCF. Then, we derive the expressions of PCF in consideration of Gaussian noise and channel fading.
A. DEFINITION
PCF describes the fluctuation level of sampling signal y in one small column area after transmitted over wireless channels, as shown in Fig.1 . According to the CS sampling theory, one column of sparse signal x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) multiplies with every row of j (j = 1, 2, . . . , m), and the multiplication results j x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)(j = 1, 2, . . . , m) will be in the same column of y one by one.
Let W j {j = 1, 2, . . . , N } represent the partial small column area with size N ×1, where y j (c){j = 1, 2, . . . , N } is the value of point c in its domain. If j = k, it represents the central point k in this small area with its value y j=k (c). PCF is defined as follows.
where
µ(x) is a non-increasing function in [0, +∞), with µ(0) = 1, µ(∞) = 0, and β is a normalization factor. L k (c) is a Total Distance function (TD function) expressed as follows.
TD function describes the total distance between central point and other points in N × 1 small area. Making the combination of equations (1) and (3), the expression of PCF can be rewritten as
The CS sampling process can be expressed as
Let y = x(c), we can derive the expression of PCF for CS without wireless transmission as follows.
where channel noise and fading are not involved. Let
then, equation (7) is simplified to
which is also considered as PCF for the ideal channel in this paper.
B. PCF ANALYSIS FOR WIRELESS CHANNELS
First, we consider the Gaussian channel. In this case, the CS measurements after wireless transmission can be expressed as
where n denotes the Gaussian noise. On this condition, we can derive the express of PCF for the Gaussian channel as the follows.
then, equation (10) can be simplified to
Compared with equation (8), µ( N j=1 n k − n j 2 ) + in equation (9) indicate that the CS measurements suffers more fluctuations when transmitted over the Gaussian channel.
Next, we consider the fading channel. Let A denote the fading coefficient. After transmitted over the fading channel, the CS measurements can be expressed as
FIGURE 2. Framework of CS process with proposed WDLReconNet in detail.
Let y = x(c), we can derive the expression of PCF for the fading channel as follows.
For the convenience of analysis, we assume the impact of channel fading on one small column area can be denoted by A. Then, equation (14) can be rewritten as
Compared with PCF for the Gaussian channel, PCF for the fading channel suffers more fluctuations indicated by fading coefficient A.
C. DISCUSSION
Deep learning based algorithms usually reconstruct original signals based on their features [25] , i.e., shape saliency [30] , geometry structures [31] , [32] , etc. Features in a signal refer to specific structures, which range from a single point value to edges and contours [33] . When transmitted in wireless environments, these features remained in compressive measurements might be destroyed due to channel noise and fading. Once that happens, the performance of reconstruction will be significantly degraded. Therefore, it is important to enhance features in compressive measurements in wireless transmission environments. Only in this way, the advantages of deep learning can be fully exploited for CS reconstruction.
III. PROPOSED RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS
From PCF analysis, we can see that channel noise and fading will involve deformations in compressive measurements. To combat the adverse impact, we propose WDLReconNet for CS reconstruction in wireless transmission environments. WDLReconNet is a deep learning based reconstruction algorithm. To further reduce the training time, we propose Fast-WDLReconNet.
A. WDLReconNet
The whole CS process including sampling, transmission and reconstruction is illustrated in Fig.2 , where WDLReconNet is emphasized in detail. At the sender, the input signal (i.e., image) is firstly sampled into compressive measurements y, then transmitted over the wireless fading channel. At the receiver, WDLReconNet is used to recover the original signal. In WDLReconNet, FEL is first used to enhance the features in compressive measurements and produce a rough signal. Then this rough signal is processed by CNN to finalize reconstruction. There are four layers designed in WDLReconNet, i.e., extraction layer, denoising layer, mapping layer and reconstruction layer. Different layers use different functions with different structures, which are described as follows.
1) FEATURE ENHANCEMENT LAYER
FEL is involved in WDLReconNet to enhance features remained in compressive measurements. A wide variety of signals such as audio and natural images can be well approximated by a linear combination of a few elements of some redundant basis, usually called dictionary learning [35] , [36] . Based on this observation, a dictionary learning based algorithm, i.e., Feature Enhancement Algorithm (FEA), is used in FEL. Considering the computational complexity, only a small number of iterations is required in FEA.
FEA is a linear mapping process from measurement vector y to a real signal (i.e., image). As is shown in Fig.3 , mapping is performed between the columns of measurement vector y and the signal after FEA reconstruction, and the operation on each column is the same. Hence we can analyze the mapping process in column level. We denote y c as a column of measurement vector y, and x c as a column of the signal after FEA reconstruction. From the viewpoint of sparse approximation, y c (c = 1, . . .) has a k-term representation over measurement matrix . Since x c has only k nonzero components, measurement vector y c = x c is just a linear combination of k columns from . Thus, we need to determine which column of participates in the sensing process. The idea inside is a greedy logic with iterations. At each iteration, one column of which is mostly related with y c will be chosen, then we subtract off its contribution from y c and iterate on residual r c . Generally, there are k iterations. A threshold is set in FEA, which can be expressed as
where . 2 is the l 2 -norm. If δ ε, iteration should be interrupted immediately. As a result, the correct set of columns of will be recognized, with x c obtained. Finally, FEA learns all columns in pair, aggregating all x c together to generate a roughly recovered signal of x. FEA is described in detail in Algorithm 1. Find the index λ t that solves the optimization problem: λ t = arg max j=1,...,n | < r t−1 , ϕ j > |; 4: Augment the index set and the matrix of chosen atoms: 
Algorithm 1 Feature Enhancement Algorithm
t = t−
2) CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL LAYERS
After enhancing features in FEL, we use four consecutive convolutional layers to learn and represent data, eventually to reconstruct the original signal. The main operations of each layer are described as follows.
(1) Extraction layer. This layer extracts patches from the output of FEL, then represents each patch with a highdimensional vector. These vectors comprise a set of feature maps.
(2) Denoising layer. This layer maps the noisy features to a relatively cleaner feature space, which is equivalent to feature map denoising.
(3) Mapping layer. This layer maps each high-dimensional vector into another high-dimensional vector nonlinearly. Each mapped vector comprises another set of feature maps.
(4) Reconstruction layer. This layer aggregates the above output representations to generate the final reconstructed signal, which is expected to be similar with the ground truth.
Apart from functions among these four layers, differences also exist on the number of filters, size of filters and channel number (number of output) among these layers. We express CNN as
where W i and B i represent the filters and biases of the i-th layer respectively, F i is the output feature maps and * indicates the convolution operation. W i contains n i filters of support n i−1 × f i × f i , where f i is the spatial size of a filter, n i (i > 0) is the number of filters, and n 0 is the number of channels in the input signal. Specifically, there are 64 9×9 filters in the extraction layer. Then, the third layer consists of 32 7×7 filters. For the non-linear mapping layer, it contains 16 1×1 filters mapping each vector to another vector. Finally, the last reconstruction layer is made up of only 1 5×5 filter. To accelerate the converging procedure, we apply Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [39] as the activation function in the network except for the reconstruction layer. The general activation function of ReLU is defined as
where x j is the input signal of the activation f on the j-th channel.
During the training process, we use a set of ground truth signals (i.e., images) {X i } and their corresponding noisy signals {Y i } as the training pairs. And we use the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the loss function:
n is the number of training samples. The loss is minimized by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with the standard backpropagation algorithm. WDLReconNet learns to decrease the loss between the noisy signal and ground truth from the perspective of features, without knowing Channel Signal-toNoise-Ratio (CSNR).
B. FAST-WDLReconNet
Compared with most of existing deep learning based reconstruction algorithms containing fully-connected layers, WDLReconNet is with less number of parameters and hence faster training process. To further reduce the training time, we propose Fast-WDLReconNet to reduce the number of parameters in CNN.
Generally, the total number of parameters in a deep learning network can be obtained as
where i is the layer sequence number, p is the total number of layers, n i represents the number of filters in i−th layer (n 0 = 1) and the spacial size of filters of i−th layer is expressed as f i . In WDLReconNet, there are four convolutional layers. The spacial size and number of filters in each layer has been illustrated in Section III.A. According to (21) , the number of parameters in the first convolutional layer could be calculated as N 1 = 1 × 64 × 9 2 = 5184, with N 2 = 64 × 32 × 7 2 = 100352 in the latter layer. The numbers of parameters in the last two layers could be calculated by the same way, with 512 and 400 respectively. We can see that the number of parameters in the denoising layer (i.e., the second convolutional neural layer) accounts for about 94% of the total number of parameters in CNN. Hence, if the structure of denoising layer could be improved, the training time of whole CNN would be dramatically reduced. Inspired by the symmetry network structures proposed in the deep learning networks like AlexNet [17] , Deepid-net [37] and ARCNN [38] , whose parameter numbers are demonstrated to be dramatically reduced, we design Fast-WDLReconNet. This new approach is still based on WDLReconNet, and the differences between these two learning frameworks are shown in Fig.4 .
We divide the denoising layer into two layers, i.e., denoising A and denoising B, with 32 1 × 1 filters in denoising A and 32 7 × 7 filters in denoising B. In the mapping layer, we increase the filter number from 16 to 64 to establish a symmetry network structure. In Fast-WDLReconNet, the total number of parameters in denoising A and denoising B calculated by equation (23) is 32×32×1 2 +32×32×7 2 = 51200. We can see that the number of parameters can be decreased by about 45%. The training time of Fast-WDLReconNet can be dramatically reduced.
C. DISCUSSION
Existing deep learning based reconstruction algorithms are not designed for fading channels. Furthermore, In most of them, the full connected layers lead to two issues described as follows [21] , [22] wireless environments. If a large size image, e.g., 256×256 or 512 × 512, is used as input, there will be tremendous parameters inside the full connected layer, making the training process hard to follow. Therefore, most of existing deep learning based reconstruction algorithms can only dispose of small size image blocks, not real size images. At the end of reconstruction, they put image patches together, with severe block artifacts appear. 2)The deep learning frameworks in these algorithms are trained for a specified sampling ratio. When bandwidth is varied, the corresponding sampling ratio should be changed and the deep learning frameworks should be trained from scratch.
To address aforementioned two issues as well as combat channel noise and fading, FEL is designed in WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet. It exploits dictionary learning to enhance features in compressive measurements and recover a rough signal (i.e., image). Although FEL involves iterations, the iterative time is far less than that in the traditional reconstruction algorithms. In fact, due to the used k−sparse signals, there is only k iterations. Without the full connected layer, both number of parameters and training time can be significantly reduced. Moreover, as the input of FEL is the real size image, there is no block artifacts and the learning framework can handle changes in sampling ratio caused by bandwidth variations.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, experiments are performed to validate our analytical work as well as evaluate the performance of WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet. 
A. IMPLEMENTATION
We choose the UC Merced Land Use Dataset [40] to train and test our deep learning frameworks in WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet. There are 21 classes of remote sensing images including airplane, beach, buildings etc., and each class contains 100 images. Before sensing, we turn the images from RGB to gray scale. Four existing CS reconstruction algorithms are used as baselines for comparison, which are described as follows.
(1) Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [13] : A traditional reconstruction algorithm based the greedy algorithm.
(2) Approximate Message Pass (AMP) [9] : A traditional reconstruction algorithm based on convex optimization.
(3) D-AMP [11] : A traditional reconstruction algorithm where a denoiser with Block Matching 3D (BM3D) is chosen for CS reconstruction. (4) ReconNet [22] : A deep learning based reconstruction algorithm with CNN.
In the training process, we use around 4/5 of each image class for training. To accelerate the training process, we crop the training images and corresponding labels from 256×256 to 38×38 patches of overlapping and non-overlapping blocks. We train the deep learning based algorithms (i.e., ReconNet, WDLReconNet, FastWDLReconNet) with high CSNR first to test those cleaner images, then fine-tune the parameters with low CSNR for those noisier images. In the testing process, we use the other 1/5 of each image class for testing. Some classes of remote sensing images for testing are shown in Fig.5 .
We evaluate all CS reconstruction algorithms with CSNR varied from 10dB to 30dB. The sampling ratio is set to 0.7. The traditional reconstruction algorithms (i.e., OMP, AMP, D-MAP) are implemented in Matlab 2015b, while the deep learning based reconstruction algorithms (i.e., ReconNet, WDLReconNet, Fast-WDLReconNet) are implemented in Caffe Model [41] with Nvidia Tesla k80 GPU.
B. VALIDATION OF PCF ANALYSIS
We perform experiments to validate our PCF analysis in Section II. The size of partial small column area is set to 9 (i.e., N = 9), and 40 different small column areas are chosen in each compressive measurement. Therefore, for each experiment with given channel and CSNR, there are 20 × 40 = 800 different small column areas. We generate compressive measurements in the sensing process, where sparse signals sensed with measurement matrix to generate the compressive measurements, (y = x). The same measurement matrix is used in our experiments. Three kinds of channels are considered, i.e., ideal channel without noise, Gaussian channel and Rayleigh fading channel. The corresponding PCF scatter diagrams for these channels are shown in Fig.6 . When measurements are transmitted over the ideal channel without noise, we can see that there is almost no fluctuation in PCF under different CSNRs. On the contrary, we can see that PCF fluctuations occur for the Gaussian channel and Rayleigh fading channel. As expected, more fluctuations are involved in PCF under poor channel conditions with small CSNRs for these two channels. Particularly, due to channel fading, severe PCF fluctuations are suffered by measurements transmitted over the Rayleigh channel as CSNR is less than 20dB. In this case, image features remained in compressive measurements might be destroyed, resulting in significant reconstruction performance degradation. Fig.7 shows the reconstruction performance of airplane image in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) using different reconstruction algorithms as CNSR varies. We can see that the proposed reconstruction algorithms, i.e., WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet, outperform existing traditional and deep learning based reconstruction algorithms in most cases, especially when CSNR is less than 20dB. Fig.7 also demonstrates the adverse impact of channel noise and fading on the performance of the deep learning based reconstruction algorithms. We can see that ReconNet, a deep learning based reconstruction with CNN, performs poorly in the wireless transmission environment with channel noise and fading, even worse than traditional reconstruction algorithms based on convex optimization or greedy algorithms. Channel noise and fading, indicated by PCF described in Fig.6 , might destroy image features remained in compressive measurements. In this case, the advantages of CNN in image feature learning cannot be exploited for reconstruction. By integrating FEL into the deep learning framework, TABLE 1. Detailed PSNR of different classes of remote sensing images with different reconstruction algorithms. We consider both poor and good channel conditions, by setting CSNR to 10dB and 20dB, respectively. The sampling ratio is set to 0.7. WDLReconNet can recover image features before performing deep learning. Hence, the reconstruction performance can be significantly improved, as shown in Fig.7 . Compared with WDLReconNet, Fast-WDLReconNet achieves competitive reconstruction performance, however, has less training time.
C. COMPARISONS UNDER DIFFERENT CSNR

D. COMPARISONS UNDER DIFFERENT IMAGE STRUCTURES
To investigate the impact of image structures on the reconstruction performance, we run experiments with 10 different classes of images. Two channel conditions are considered, i.e., poor channel condition where CSNR is set to 10dB and fair channel condition where CSNR is set to 20dB. The detailed results are shown in Table 1 . We can see that the PSNR performance of reconstruction algorithms varies over different classes of images. The proposed reconstruction algorithms, i.e., WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet, almost always outperform other reconstruction algorithms, especially under the poor channel condition. With FEL, features in CS measurements can be enhanced after wireless transmission, hence the advantages of CNN in feature learning can be fully exploited in WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet. Meanwhile, without consideration of the adverse impact of channel noise and fading on CS measurements, ReconNet almost achieves the worst reconstruction performance.
The reconstruction performance of different reconstruction algorithms is also evaluated in terms of visual quality. The results for three images, i.e., airplane, intersection and storage tank, are presented in Fig.8 , Fig.9 and Fig.10 , respectively. WDLReconNet achieves the best visual quality for all three reconstructed images, while ReconNet achieves the worst one. As expected, Fast-WDLReconNet achieves competitive visual quality as WDLReconNet. Taking Fig.8 , Fig.9 and Fig.10 together, we can see that the reconstruction performance of ReconNet degrades as the complexity of image increases with more structures. For example, compared with the airplane image, the intersection image has more structures, such as cars, street lamps, street corners, etc. With ReconNet, the visual quality of reconstructed intersection image is worse than that of reconstructed airplane image. The reason is that channel noise and fading might destroy features (i.e., structures) remained in compressive measurements and hence the advantages of CNN in feature learning cannot be fully exploited by ReconNet. The more structures are in the image, the greater impact of channel noise and fading is on compressive measurements. WDLReconNet alleviates this adverse impact by enhancing features (i.e., structures) with FEL. So does Fast-WDLReconNet. Fig.11 presents the performance of three deep learning based reconstruction algorithms for the golf course image. We can see that the image reconstructed by ReconNet has obvious block effect. ReconNet involves the full-connected layer in the learning framework. Therefore, it can only dispose of small size image blocks. Although a filter denoiser is used at the end of the reconstruction, the block artifacts cannot be eliminated. On the contrary, both WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet can handle real size image with FEL, there is no block artifacts in the reconstructed images.
E. COMPARISONS ON COMPLEXITY 1) TRAINING Fig.12 shows the convergence performance of three deep learning based reconstruction algorithms, i.e., WDLReconNet, Fast-WDLReconNet and ReconNet. The test MSE of images over backpropagation iterations is demonstrated. The two proposed reconstruction algorithms converge faster than ReconNet. As expected, Fast-WDLReconNet achieves the FIGURE 11. Reconstructed golf course image using different deep learning based reconstruction algorithms when CSNR is set to 20dB and the sampling ratio is set to 0.7. Clockwise from upper left: ground truth image, reconstructed image with WDLReconNet (PSNR=33.87dB), reconstructed image with ReconNet (PSNR=27.36dB), reconstructed image with Fast-WDLReconNet (PSNR=32.87dB).
FIGURE 12.
Convergence performance of different deep learning based reconstruction algorithms when the sampling ratio is set to 0.7 and CSNR is set to 30dB.
best convergence performance, reaching the stable state after about 5000 running of backpropagation. WDLReconNet converges after about 1 × 10 4 running of backpropagation. ReconNet performs worst, and converges after 2 × 10 4 running of backpropagation.
2) TESTING Table 2 shows the average computational complexity of different reconstruction algorithms in seconds, where CSNR is set to 10dB. As expected, the deep learning based reconstruction algorithms achieve much lower computational complexity compared with traditional reconstruction algorithms. The reason is that the iteration based reconstruction process in traditional reconstruction algorithms is replaced by CNN in the deep learning based algorithms. Compared with ReconNet, WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet consume more time for reconstruction. The reason is that both WDLReconNet and Fast-WDLReconNet involve additional iterations in FEL.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we define PCF to quantitatively analyze the impact of channel noise and fading on compressive measurements and derive the expressions of PCF for Gaussian and fading channels, respectively. By integrating FEL into the CNN based learning framework, WDLReconNet alleviates the adverse impact from wireless transmission environment, hence fully exploiting advantages of CNN in signal feature learning. Different from full connected layers in most existing learning based reconstruction algorithms, FEL performs dictionary learning to enhance features in transmitted compressive measurements and recover a rough signal as the input of consecutive CNN. Therefore, WDLReconNet can handle changes in sampling ratio caused by bandwidth variations. Based on WDLReconNet, Fast-WDLReconNet is proposed to further accelerate the training process. Experimental results validate the effectiveness of PCF and demonstrate the performance advantages of WDLReconNet under different channel conditions. Compared with existing learning based reconstruction algorithms, WDLReconNet significantly improves the reconstruction performance in terms of PSNR. Meanwhile, compared with traditional reconstruction algorithms, WDLReconNet achieves much lower computational complexity. Fast-WDLReconNet has competitive PSNR performance to WDLReconNet but with less training time.
